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Composite fibers made from aramid III and hydroxylated multiwalled carbon
nanotubes (MWCNTs-OH) combine the excellent mechanical and electrical
properties of both components, resulting in strong antistatic performance.
However, it is of paramount importance to ensure the homogeneous
dispersion of multi-walled carbon nanotubes functionalized with hydroxyl
groups (MWCNTs-OH) within the aramid III spinning solution and optimize the
compatibility between the two constituents to augment the overall performance
of the composite fibers. To this end, this investigation successfully accomplished
the dispersion of MWCNTs-OH in the spinning solution and probed the dispersion
mechanism using molecular dynamics simulations. Moreover, composite fibers,
comprising 2.4 weight percent MWCNTs-OH, were initially fabricated using the
wet spinning method. These fibers displayed a uniform texture and a tensile
strength of 1.210 GPa, signifying a noteworthy enhancement of 113.25% in
comparison to the strength prior to modification. With respect to thermal
behavior, the fibers exhibited a mass reduction of 21.24% within the
temperature range of 0°C–538°C. In the temperature interval from 538°C to
800°C, the mass loss diminished to 10.31%, representing a substantial 71.03%
reduction when compared to the unmodified state. Remarkably, even when
subjected to temperatures exceeding 800°C, the composite fibers retained a
residual mass of 68.45%, indicating a notable 61.17% increase from their initial
condition. In terms of electrical properties, the fibers exhibited a specific
resistance (ρ) of 3.330 × 109 Ω cm, demonstrating effective antistatic behavior.
In summary, the antistatic composite fibers studied in this paper can effectively
mitigate the hazards of static electricity in various applications, including military
protection and engineering equipment in both military and civilian fields.
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1 Introduction

Although chemical fibers offer the advantages of being lightweight, corrosion-resistant,
and high-strength, they are prone to static electricity, particularly in dry environments (Li
et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2023). This propensity can lead to unnecessary harm
to users of military protection and engineering equipment, significantly impacting the use of
high-performance fibers in harsh conditions. Aramid III (F3) incorporates a heterocyclic
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structural element into the molecular framework of poly-p-
phenylene terephthamide (PPTA), resulting in enhanced
mechanical characteristics in comparison to PPTA fibers. The
production of F3 fibers involves a ternary copolycondensation
process conducted at low temperatures, facilitated by the
inclusion of a designated solvent (Liu et al., 2023). Carbon
nanotubes (CNTs), as one-dimensional carbon nanomaterials,
have garnered attention due to their high aspect ratio,
superconductivity, excellent thermal conductivity, and high
strength (Liang and Cheng, 2018; Cao et al., 2020). Currently,
hydroxyl groups have been successfully introduced to carbon
nanostructures, including spherical fullerenes (Ma and Srpsa,
2020), carbon fibers (Stephenson et al., 2006), and multiwalled
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) (Gong et al., 2000).

Xu et al. (Duan et al., 2019) documented a process in which
sulfonated carbon nanotubes (SCNTs) and an organic antistatic
agent (OAA) underwent treatment to create a composite conductive
layer. It was observed that when the addition of this composite
ranged from 0.5 to 2 wt%, the resulting fibers exhibited outstanding
antistatic characteristics, and the resistivity remained nearly
unaffected by the stretching of the fibers. Gürakın et al. (Xu
et al., 2021) reported that the addition of 15 wt% polyester-ether
copolymer as an antistatic agent reduced the resistivity of
polyethylene terephthalate from 1015 Ω cm to 109 Ω cm. Rudolf
Hufenus et al. (Gürakın et al., 2019) employed melt spinning to
create dual-component antistatic fibers by incorporating conductive
fillers such as carbon black into the fiber-forming polymer. Wet
spinning is also a crucial method for producing these composite
fibers (Hufenus et al., 2020). Xu Ziao et al. (Hao et al., 2013)
successfully manufactured light-colored antistatic ATZO@TiO2/
PAN fibers using the wet spinning process.

In this paper, we initially used molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations to investigate the dispersion mechanism of
hydroxylated MWCNTs (MWCNTs-OH) in the F3 spinning
solution (Xu et al., 2023). MD simulations provide a means to
investigate multiple factors influencing the mechanical attributes of
materials, establishing connections between mechanical behavior,
structural alterations, and molecular interactions and motion in
nanocomposite systems (Jahangiri and Ozden-Yenigun, 2018). As a
result, MD simulation techniques have exerted a substantial
influence on domains like materials science, biology, chemistry,
and medicine (Zang, 2019).

In this study, we used the consistent valence force field (CVFF)
(Zhao, 2008) and selected the canonical ensemble (Wang et al.,
2018) to establish a dispersion model for calculation, discussing
parameters such as the number of hydrogen bonds, intermolecular
bonding energy, trends in the twist angle of large molecules, and
radial distribution function (RDF) within the system. We chose to
disperse MWCNTs-OH in N, N-dimethylacetamide (DMAC) to
create an antistatic agent, and thenmixed aramid III andMWCNTs-
OH in specific proportions, followed by ultrasonic treatment to
obtain a homogeneous solution (Robert Charles et al., 1999).
Subsequently, the solution was extruded through a microporous
plate and solidified into fibers using a coagulation bath. Subsequent
to drying, stretching, and shaping procedures, we successfully
manufactured high-strength composite fibers comprising F3/
MWCNTs-OH. Nevertheless, certain challenges persist in the
production of these composite fibers, specifically regarding the

achievement of a consistent dispersion of MWCNTs-OH and the
optimization of process parameters to enhance performance. To
address these issues, we conducted characterizations of the spinning
solution employing optical microscopy and laser micro-Raman
spectroscopy. Next, the MWCNTs-OH/F3 spinning solution was
prepared, and antistatic fibers were produced using the wet spinning
technology. Finally, the microstructure of the fibers was observed
using a scanning electron microscope (SEM), and the mechanical
properties of the fibers were tested using a universal testing machine.
The thermal behavior was measured with a thermogravimetric
analyzer (TGA), and their electrical resistance was determined
using an electrometer.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

The primary experimental materials included F3 spinning
solution (7wt%, Institute of Polymer Science and Engineering,
Department of Chemical Engineering, Tsinghua University),
DMAC (98% analytical purity, Macklin Co., Ltd.), deionized
water (South China High-Tech Group Environmental Protection
Biotechnology Co., Ltd.), MWCNTs (99%, Tianjin Suiheng
Technology Co., Ltd. length: 8–10 nm; external diameter: 3–4 nm;
internal diameter: 1–2 nm), and MWCNTs-OH (99%, Tianjin
Suiheng Technology Co., Ltd. length: 8–10 nm; external diameter:
3–4 nm; internal diameter: 1–2 nm).

2.2 Spinning solution preparation

As the solvent for F3 spinning solution was DMAC, MWCNTs-
OH were first pre-mixed in DMAC solvent. Following a 30-min
ultrasonic treatment to ensure even dispersion in DMAC, solutions
were prepared containing 2 wt%, 3 wt%, and 4 wt% of MWCNTs-
OH in DMAC. Subsequently, these MWCNTs-OH/DMAC
solutions were combined with the aramid III/DMAC spinning
solution at a ratio of 1.5:1.0 to generate homogeneous aramid III/
MWCNTs-OH/DMAC spinning solutions, featuring MWCNTs-
OH mass fractions of 1.2 wt%, 1.8 wt%, and 2.4 wt%. Figure 1A
shows the superior stability of MWCNTs-OH dispersion in DMAC
compared to MWCNTs, while Figure 1B illustrates the initial
layering observed upon adding the MWCNTs-OH/DMAC
dispersion solution to the F3 spinning solution. After stirring and
ultrasonic bath (400 W, 40 kHz), a homogeneous spinning solution
was obtained, as depicted in Figure 1C.

2.3 MD simulation

This study employed the MDmethod to simulate the dispersion
characteristics and interactions of MWCNTs-OH with a
hydroxylation rate of 10% in the F3 system, with the omission of
considering the influence of the DMAC solvent on the system. The
LAMMPS program was utilized for molecular simulation, and the
CVFF force field was chosen to describe the system interactions. In a
simulation box with a volume of 1,475 nm3, the vertical velocity
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algorithm was utilized, the integration time step was set to 1.0 fs, and
temperature and pressure control were achieved using a Nos-
Hoover thermostat. The van der Waals cutoff for electrostatic
interactions was set at 1.2 nm, and the particle-particle particle-
mesh (PPPM) algorithm was employed to simulate long-range
electrostatic interactions. After conducting the structural energy
minimization procedure, a relaxation process was executed using
the canonical ensemble (NVT). During this process, the model
temperature was incrementally raised from 10 K to 300 K.
Following this, an additional 4 ns simulation was conducted at
300 K within the NVT ensemble, and data was recorded during the
final 2 ns. Figure 2 illustrates the MD model.

2.4 Wet spinning of F3 fibers

In this experiment, the F3 spinning solution was combined with
a DMAC aqueous solution with a coagulation bath concentration of
20wt%. The wet spinning equipment was constructed, incorporating
an injection pump, a winding device, and other essential
components. The spinning needle’s inner diameter was

determined to be 0.84 mm. A visual representation of the wet
spinning process can be found in Figure 3. The extrusion speed
was set at 1 mL/min, and the winding speed ranged from 1.5 to
1.8 m/min. Subsequently, the fibers were soaked in water for 24 h
and then air-dried for an additional 24 h to yield the golden
F3 fibers. The detailed fiber production process is depicted in
Figure 3.

2.5 Wet spinning of composite fibers

In this experiment, we utilized the prepared F3/MWCNTs-OH/
DMAC spinning solution in conjunction with a DMAC aqueous
solution with a coagulation bath concentration of 20wt%. The wet
spinning setup was assembled, comprising an injection pump, a
winding device, and a coagulating bath. The spinning needle had a
precisely measured inner diameter of 0.84 mm, and the visual
representation of the wet spinning process is presented in
Figure 4A. We set the extrusion speed at 4 mL/min and
maintained a winding speed in the range of 3.5–3.8 m/min.
Subsequently, the fibers were immersed in water for a duration

FIGURE 1
Dispersion of CNTs. (A) Comparison of MWCNTs-OH and MWCNTs dispersion in DMAC; (B)MWCNTs-OH dispersion poured into the F3 spinning
solution; (C) Homogeneous F3/MWCNTs-OH spinning solution.

FIGURE 2
Simulation model. (A) Molecular model of F3; (B) molecular model of MWCNTs-OH; (C) simulation unit model of the F3/MWCNTs-OH spinning
solution.
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of 24 h and subsequently air-dried for an additional 24 h to yield the
black F3-based fibers. The comprehensive fiber production process
is elaborated in Figures 4B–D.

2.6 Measuring resistance using the electric
bridge method

The electric bridge method is a straightforward and precise
technique for assessing resistance, with its underlying principle
depicted in Figure 5.

To measure the specific resistance, the first step involved
placing the fibers inside the test box. According to electrical
principles, when R1 equals R2 as shown in Figure 5, the
voltmeter reading will be 0. To ascertain the resistance of the
fibers, a gradual adjustment of the resistance box is required to
minimize any disparity in resistance. When the voltmeter registers
a reading of 0, it indicates that the potentials at points A and B are
in equilibrium, signifying that the resistance box value corresponds
to the resistance of the fibers. Subsequently, the specific resistance
of the fibers can be calculated using Equation 1, where ρ (Ω·cm)

represents the specific resistance of the fibers, R (Ω) is the resistance
of the tested object, S (cm2) is the cross-sectional area of the tested
object, and L (cm) is the length of the tested object. Owing to the
difficulty of measuring the individual short fibers’ cross-sectional
area and length, this study employed 15 grams of short fibers, which
were evenly placed into the test box and compressed firmly. Inside
the test box, two electrode plates were placed, spaced 2 cm apart,
each measuring 6 cm in length and 4 cm in width. Consequently,
the fibers took the form of a rectangular cuboid with a cross-
sectional area of 24 cm2 and a length of 2 cm. The resistance
between the two electrode plates was then measured using this
approach, and the specific resistance of the fibers was calculated
based on Equation 1. As it was not practical to completely fill the
test box with short fibers, the specific resistance, calculated using
Equation 1, had to be multiplied by the standard filling factor of the
fibers, as described in Equation 2. The standard filling factor of
fibers is the ratio between the fiber mass in the experiment (fixed at
15 g) and the mass of fibers required to completely fill the test box,
where 24 (cm2) represents the cross-sectional area of the test box,
and 2 (cm) corresponds to its length. The final specific resistance of
the fibers was then determined according to Equation 3.

FIGURE 3
Wet spinning process. (A) Spinning process diagram; (B–D) actual spinning process.

FIGURE 4
F3/MWCNTs-OH composite fibers. (A) Wet spinning process; (B–D) experimental process of wet spinning.
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ρ � R
S

L
(1)

f � 15
24 × 2 ×ρm

(2)

ρ � f•R
S

L
� 15
24 × 2 ×ρm

× R ×
24
2
� 15
4 ×ρm

× R (3)

2.7 Characterization

The equipment employed in this study comprised the following:
an optical microscope (BX50, Olympus Group, Japan), scanning
electron microscope (SEM, JSM-7001F, JEOL Ltd., Japan), a
universal testing machine (68TM-30, Instron Company, USA)
tensile rate: 2 mm/min, thermal gravimetric analyzer (TGA,
Q5000IR, TA Instruments, USA) Experimental temperature
range: room temperature-800°C; experimental heating rate: 10°C/
min; experimental test atmosphere: nitrogen, X-ray diffractometer

(XRD, D8 ADVANCE, BRUKER Company, Germany), laser micro-
Raman spectrometer (LabRAM HR Evolution, HORIBA Scientific,
France), and a high-resistance electrometer (6517B, Tektronix
Inc., USA).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Optical microscopic image of MWCNTs-
OH dispersion in DMAC

Figure 6 displays an optical microscope image of MWCNTs-OH/
DMAC dispersion in the F3/DMAC spinning solution. It is evident
that, when magnified under the optical microscope, MWCNTs-OH
exhibit relatively uniform dispersion in the spinning solution,
although there are minor instances of aggregation.

3.2 Raman spectroscopy of the F3/
MWCNTs-OH/DMAC spinning solution

To verify the purity of MWCNTs-OH in the F3 spinning
solution, Raman spectroscopy analysis was conducted on the
spinning solution. The spectra are presented in Figure 7A, clearly
indicating the presence of characteristic peaks at 1,196, 1,256, 1,369,
1,448, 1,540, and 1,610 cm–1 associated with F3. With the inclusion
of MWCNTs-OH, distinctive peaks at 1,355 cm–1 and 1,584 cm–1

became apparent. These peaks, as evidenced by the Raman spectrum
of MWCNTs-OH illustrated in Figure 7B, corresponded to the
characteristic features of MWCNTs-OH. Hence, it can be
concluded that MWCNTs-OH were indeed present in the
F3 spinning solution.

3.3 MD simulation of MWCNTs-OH
dispersion in the F3 spinning solution

This study primarily centered on examining the interaction
between MWCNTs-OH and F3 polymer macromolecules, with

FIGURE 5
Measuring the resistance of short chemical fibers by the electric
bridge method. R1–Resistance box; R2–Test box; R3 and
R4–Resistance; U–Voltmeter; K–Button switch; E–DC power supply.

FIGURE 6
Optical microscopic image of MWCNTs-OH/DMAC dispersed in
the F3/DMAC spinning solution.
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the exclusion of any consideration of solvent effects. As a result, we
conducted simulations to mimic the real-world dispersion of
MWCNTs-OH in F3 using specialized software. As depicted in
Figure 8, the software facilitated the simulation of the dispersion
modification system, and the figure’s visualization vividly displayed
the intimate connection and interaction between the continuous
phase and the dispersed phase.

This study incorporated simulations to examine the
influence of hydrogen bonds within the system. As depicted
in Figure 9A, hydrogen bonding was observed between
F3 molecules, between F3 and MWCNTs-OH, and also
between MWCNTs-OH molecules. Figure 9B demonstrates
that the OH-MWCNTs and F3 exhibited a negative binding
energy, resulting in relative stability, We know from the figure
that the binding energy between OH-MWCNTs and OH-
MWCNTs is positive, so the system is unstable, while the
binding energy between F3 and F3 is negative, which is a
stable system. The integrated system of OH-MWCNTs and
F3 in the same system is still stable. In Figure 9C, it is
evident that an increase in the content of MWCNTs-OH led
to friction between F3 macromolecules and MWCNTs-OH. At
the same time, the twist angle of the amide bonds in
F3 macromolecules gradually increased, yet it remained below

180°. This observation indicates that the dispersion system
leaned towards stability with the inclusion of MWCNTs-OH.

To further elucidate the nature of the interaction between
MWCNTs-OH and F3 molecules, we employed RDF calculations
to describe their overall structure in the dispersion system. The RDF
(as depicted in Figure 9D) plays a pivotal role in connecting the
macroscopic thermodynamic properties of various substances with
their intermolecular interactions (Xu et al., 2023). In molecular
simulations, the RDF assesses the relationship between the local
particle density within a periodic boundary box and the overall
density. According to the RDF analysis, MWCNTs-OH and Aramid
III displayed interactions at an approximate distance of 5 Å. This
interaction primarily stemmed from hydrogen bonds and van der
Waals forces, a conclusion that could be substantiated through
Raman spectroscopy.

3.4 Composite fiber microstructure

This section investigates the influence of the modified filler
content on the surface morphology of the composite fibers. Figures
10a1–a3 illustrate that the F3 fibers exhibit a smooth surface, an
almost circular cross-section, and are readily knotable, indicating

FIGURE 7
Raman spectra. (A) F3/MWCNTs-OH spinning solution; (B) MWCNTs-OH.

FIGURE 8
Simulation of the dispersion state of MWCNTs-OH in the F3 spinning solution.
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successful spinning. In Figure 10b1, the surface of the F3/MWCNTs-
OH composite fibers becomes somewhat uneven when the
MWCNTs-OH content is 1.2wt%, with grooves along the fiber
axis, and the structure is not tightly packed. This is because the
F3/MWCNTs-OH composite fibers are produced through the wet
spinning process, during which the solvent evaporates. The grooves
on the surface increase the roughness, which enhances adhesion
between the fibers and the matrix in the composite material. In
Figure 10b2, the cross-section of the F3/MWCNTs-OH composite
fibers remains approximately circular, indicating successful
spinning. Figure 10b3 illustrates that even with the incorporation
of the brittle material MWCNTs-OH at 1.2wt%, the fibers remain
easily knotted, signifying good toughness.

Moving on to Figure 10c1, when the MWCNTs-OH content is
increased to 1.8wt%, the surface of the F3/MWCNTs-OH composite
fibers becomes somewhat uneven, with grooves along the fiber axis,
and the structure is not tightly packed. This is because the wet
spinning process is used, and the solvent evaporates, creating these
grooves that enhance surface roughness and adhesion with thematrix.
Figure 10c2 shows that the cross-section of the F3/MWCNTs-OH
composite fibers remains circular. Figure 10c3 demonstrates that even
with the addition of 1.8wt% of brittle MWCNTs-OH, the fibers can
still be knotted, indicating a successful orientation of MWCNTs-OH
during spinning, resulting in strong toughness.

In the final analysis, as depicted in Figure 10d1, when the
MWCNTs-OH content reaches 2.4 wt%, the surface of the F3/
MWCNTs-OH composite fibers exhibits some irregularities,
characterized by grooves running along the fiber axis. While the
arrangement is not entirely compact, there is noticeable
improvement. This coarseness can be attributed to the wet
spinning process, where the solvent evaporates, resulting in
uneven grooves on the fiber surface. These grooves enhance
surface roughness, which, in turn, promotes adhesion between
the fibers and the matrix. Moving to Figure 10d2, the cross-
sectional view of the F3/MWCNTs-OH composite fibers remains
circular, and the fibers are relatively closely packed. This does not
affect the mechanical properties of the fibers, indicating successful
spinning. Finally, Figure 10d3 illustrates that even with the addition
of 2.4wt% of brittle MWCNTs-OH, the fibers can still be knotted,
indicating the successful orientation of MWCNTs-OH during
spinning, resulting in strong toughness.

3.5 XRD analysis

As depicted in Figure 11, the XRD pattern of the F3/
MWCNTs-OH composite fibers reveals an absence of
crystallization on the fiber surface. In contrast to the control

FIGURE 9
MDsimulation of the dispersion system. (A)Number of hydrogen bonds in the system; (B)Binding energy between themolecules ofMWCNTs-OH in
the F3 dispersion system; (C) trend of the twist angle for the polymer macromolecules in the system; (D) RDF of MWCNTs-OH and F3 in the dispersion
system.
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group, new characteristic peaks of MWCNTs-OH emerged in the
range of 20°–30° after the addition of MWCNTs-OH. These peaks
became more pronounced as the filler content increased,
suggesting strong bonding between the filler and the matrix,
while the overall fibers retained their amorphous nature.

3.6 Mechanical performance

Figure 12A presents the stress–strain curves of F3/
MWCNTs-OH and F3, illustrating a gradual improvement in
mechanical properties with increasing MWCNTs-OH content.
This enhancement can be attributed to the addition of the brittle
MWCNTs-OH, which not only improved the mechanical
properties of the original fibers but also mitigated the yield
stage. A comparative analysis of mechanical characteristics at

various levels of modified filler content, namely 0, 1.2, 1.8, and
2.4 weight percent (wt%), verified a notable influence of the
modified filler content on the mechanical properties, in
agreement with the findings from the SEM images.
Specifically, with a MWCNTs-OH content of 1.2 wt%, the
tensile strength exhibited an increase of 12.35% when
compared to the scenario with 0 wt% MWCNTs-OH. At 1.8wt
% MWCNTs-OH, the tensile strength increased by 29.87%
compared to 0wt% and by 15.59% compared to 1.2wt%. With
a 2.4wt% MWCNTs-OH content, the tensile strength increased
by 113.25% compared to 0wt%, by 89.46% compared to 1.2wt%,
and by 63.91% compared to 1.8wt%. As illustrated in Figure 12B,
the rise in MWCNTs-OH content led to a reduction in the tensile
strain of the fibers, whereas the tensile strength exhibited an
increase. A condensed overview of the test results is provided in
Table 1.

FIGURE 10
SEM images of the F3/MWCNTs-OH composite fibers. (a1)–(a3) F3 fibers; (b1)–(b3) composite fibers with an MWCNTs-OH content of 1.2wt%;
(c1)–(c3) composite fibers with an MWCNTs-OH content of 1.8wt%; (d1)–(d3) composite fibers with an MWCNTs-OH content of 2.4wt%.
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3.7 Thermal performance

Figure 13 illustrates the thermogravimetric analysis results for
the antistatic F3/MWCNTs-OH fibers. The TGA curve distinctly
shows a decomposition temperature of around 538°C (°C), with the

thermal stability of the fibers improving as the MWCNTs-OH
content increases. However, when the MWCNTs-OH content
reached 1.2wt%, the thermal stability of the fibers was
suboptimal prior to reaching the decomposition temperature.
This may be attributed to insufficient bonding between the

FIGURE 11
XRD analysis of F3/MWCNTs-OH and F3.

FIGURE 12
Changes in the mechanical properties with different the MWCNTs-OH contents (A) Stress–strain curves of the F3/MWCNTs-OH composite fibers
and F3 fibers; (B) Effect on the mechanical properties of the fibers with an increasing MWCNTs-OH content.

TABLE 1 Mechanical properties of the fibers.

Sample Tensile strength (MPa) Breaking elongation (%)

F3 568.68 68.7

F3/(1.2wt%)MWCNTs-OH 638.94 20.3

F3/(1.8wt%)MWCNTs-OH 738.56 19.7

F3/(2.4wt%)MWCNTs-OH 1,210.54 17.7

FIGURE 13
TGA of the F3/MWCNTs-OH fibers.
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MWCNTs-OH and polymer molecules, a conclusion supported by
the variation trend of the twist angle observed in MD simulation.
However, even beyond the decomposition temperature, a substantial
portion of 64.81% of the composite fibers persisted. With an
MWCNTs-OH content of 1.8 wt%, the mass loss ratio of the F3/
MWCNTs-OH fibers was 21.24% in the temperature range of
0°C–538°C and 15.68% in the range of 538°C–800°C, with 63.07%
of the composite fibers enduring temperatures surpassing 800°C.
When the MWCNTs-OH content was 2.4wt%, the mass loss ratio
was 21.24% at 0°C–538°C and 10.31% at 538°C–800°C, with 68.45%
of the composite fibers still intact beyond 800°C. It is evident that the
addition of MWCNTs-OH significantly improved the thermal
stability of the sample. This enhancement can be attributed to
the excellent thermal stability of both MWCNTs-OH and F3,
with their combination yielding superior material performance.

3.8 Electrical performance

This experiment applied the electric bridge method principle,
replacing a resistance box with a high-resistance electrometer. The
resistance R1 of the F3 fibers was determined to be 5.00 × 1014 Ω, and
the density ρm1 of the short fibers in F3 was 1.45 g/cm3.
Subsequently, the fiber-specific resistance ρ1 was calculated using
Equation 3, yielding a value of 1.293 × 1015 Ω cm. For the composite
fibers with a 1.2wt% MWCNTs-OH content, the resistance R2 was
found to be 3.536 × 109 Ω, and their short fiber density ρm2 was
1.452 g/cm3. Consequently, the fiber-specific resistance ρ2 was
calculated as 9.039 × 109 Ω cm. In the case of composite fibers
with a 1.8wt% MWCNTs-OH content, their resistance R3 was
2.761 × 109 Ω, short fiber density ρm3 was 1.454 g/cm3, and the
fiber-specific resistance ρ1 was computed as 7.121 × 109 Ω cm.
Lastly, for composite fibers with a 2.4wt% MWCNTs-OH
content, their resistance R4 was 1.293 × 109 Ω, and the short
fiber density ρm4 was 1.456 g/cm3. Likewise, the specific
resistance ρ4 of the fibers was computed as 3.330 × 109 Ω cm.
Employing the electric bridge method for resistance testing of
short chemical fibers and the subsequent calculations of specific
resistance provided a dependable approach for assessing the
conductivity of these fibers. A summary of the test data is
presented in Table 2.

As depicted in Figure 14, the modification mechanism of
composite fibers involved the application of pressure to the
composite spinning solution through the spinning needle (Du
et al., 2004). The pressure orientation procedure aligned
MWCNTs-OH and established clearly defined conductive routes
within the fiber. This transformation enabled F3 fibers, which were
initially non-conductive, to manifest antistatic characteristics during

the spinning orientation. Through experiments and calculations, it
was determined that the inclusion of MWCNTs-OH in
F3 established conductive pathways, resulting in successfully
modified black aramid fibers with antistatic characteristics.

4 Conclusion

In this investigation, MWCNTs-OH were effectively distributed
within the aramid III spinning solution. Characterization methods
were utilized to validate the thorough combination of MWCNTs-OH
with F3 macromolecules, resulting in a homogeneous dispersion.
Following this, MD simulations were carried out to explore the
intricate dispersion mechanism of MWCNTs-OH in the aramid III
spinning solution.Wet spinning technology was employed to produce
F3/MWCNTs-OH composite fibers. Characterization results
indicated that when the MWCNTs-OH content was 2.4wt%, the
composite fibers exhibited the best overall performance. In terms of
microstructure, at this MWCNTs-OH content, the fiber texture
appeared uniform, and the surface morphology promoted adhesion
without compromising the overall fiber performance. Regarding
mechanical properties, the tensile strength increased significantly,
rising from 0.5677 GPa for pure F3 fibers to 1.210 GPa when the
MWCNTs-OH content reached 2.4wt%. This noteworthy 113.25%
improvement can be attributed to the incorporation of brittle
MWCNTs-OH, which enhanced the mechanical properties of the
original fibers and eliminated the yield stage. In the domain of thermal
characteristics, the composite fibers displayed favorable attributes.
The mass reduction in the temperature range of 0°C–538°C was
21.24%, marking a notable 7.72% decrease compared to pure
F3 fibers. Between 538°C and 800°C, the mass loss amounted to
only 10.31%, a substantial reduction of 71.03% compared to pure
F3 fibers. Beyond 800°C, the composite fibers retained 68.45% of their
mass, which constituted a 61.17% increase compared to the residual
mass of pure F3 fibers. Furthermore, electrical performance testing
confirmed that the black composite fibers possessed antistatic
properties, with a measured resistance of 1.29336 × 109 Ω and a

TABLE 2 Antistatic performance of fibers.

Sample R (GΩ) ρ(GΩ·cm)

F3 5.00 × 105 1.293 × 106

F3/(1.2wt%)MWCNTs-OH 3.536 9.039

F3/(1.8wt%)MWCNTs-OH 2.761 7.121

F3/(2.4wt%)MWCNTs-OH 1.293 3.330

FIGURE 14
Conductivity mechanism of the F3/MWCNTs-OH composite
fibers.
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specific resistance (ρ) of 3.331 × 109 Ω cm. In summary, this study
successfully developed a composite fiber material with antistatic
properties that combined the excellent mechanical and thermal
properties of F3 with the benefits of CNTs. This material exhibits
potential applications in military protection to reduce the risks
associated with static electricity.
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